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About This Game

Tiny Wheels is a VR sandbox where you can create tracks and steer a remote control car through your creations. There's no
rules, no score, no objective. You can create challenging tracks and see if you can navigate your tiny car through it or just enjoy

the act of creating.
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its a good idea, but needs alot of polishing! even if they raise the price to \u00a35 in the process... Abandonware. It's a great
start, definitely worth $2.

Would love to be able to save, add my own objects, have more objects to choose from...I look forward to seeing if this has a life
moving forward.. Two thumps up. It's like buildung a Matchbox-World in VR. Tiny Wheels resembles to the VR-app Fantastic
Contraption, yet it is different enough to have it's own realm. Please extend this software with more elements and procedures.
Good concept and very well implemented. For 2 USD\/EUR it is very fair to check the market before going further.. Awesome.
Just simply awesome. This is basically Hot Wheels at your fingertips, to build whatever you want from the pieces available for
1.99

My son is only 4, so tiny hand and difficult to do things, but over time we will get there...

Feedback for Dev
Hopefully more cars are added
A tad difficult to line pieces up nicely...
Would be nice option to change texture of floor for more traction, etc...
Would be awesome if could drive and everything using a controller, likely would be easier for my son to use.
. Great hot wheels for VR. Very cool and fun. The car with the headlights and exhaust is a great effect. Only issue is wish
objects would snap to each other. Otherwise very cool game, limitless fun.. This is exactly the kind of game that is perfect for
the VR platform! It is a fun physics sandbox where you can build any kind of contraption and simply play. I see some people
ask for first-person driving camera. Sounds like a fun idea but I know I would always prefer third person view.

The controls take a while to get used to but once you do, they are quite intuitive.. there is not allot here ....but what IS there IS
FUN! give it some time and this will be realy good game !
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Tiny wheels is huge fun! I love putting the ground right up at my eye level. Driving that little car right by my face with the cool
headlight beams and awesome little puffs of exhaust was more than just fun. I was suddenly 10 years old again and reliving the
joy of playing with toy cars. I was setting up jumps and courses. I couldn't stop. In spite of multiple calls to dinner. I was totally
late, just like when I was 10 years old! Supreme joy!. This is the Best VR Game ever. I am 46, and don't play games. This is
much more than a 'game' it's a virtually real experience. Games are not that. This is an outstanding use of VR. Thank you for
making this. It is the best.. Fun little game but lacks polish.

Pros:

- Nice variety of track pieces
- Scale & position features

Cons:

- Controls for steering are unreliable at best
- Track pieces don't snap together

I'm recommending this game hoping that there will be improvements. This game has a lot of potential and will be a must have
once it's a bit more polished.. Had a bunch of fun with this one and my kids loved the car crashes :)

Some suggestions for improvements:
* make grabbing easier - it's pretty finicky about where you can grab pieces and my 4yr old daughter had the most trouble with
this
* snapping - being able to snap pieces of track together would be amazing as they're a bit hard to line up
* first person driving point of view - be in the driver's seat!. It's fun for about half an hour. After that, you ask youself why you
didnt buy a candy bar instead. One of the few games I've had to refund.
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